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Unbearable Words – Niquita Hohm 
 
Amos 7:1-17; Psalm 82; Colossians 1:1-14; Luke 10:25-37 
We are presented with all kinds of challenges this morning. On the one hand, to hear afresh a 
Gospel story that many have more or less memorized, and on the other hand to bear words from 
Amos described within the passage itself as unbearable. We will dip our toes first into the more 
temperate water, with the story safe enough to make it as a children’s story. Maybe you’ve heard 
this story so many times that after the first line or so you go into autopilot and zone out a little 
bit. (Or maybe that’s just me with whatever Malachi’s latest bedtime book obsession is.) When 
you do hear it, and are able to tune in more fully, with whom do you most immediately connect? 
 
Maybe, like the lawyer, you’re in the mood for a good lively debate. Not all interpretations 
would frame what he was up to that way, but even if you’re not seeking to test Jesus, maybe you 
too want to get some answers from him. Or maybe you relate from a different angle. If Jesus was 
in fact in a conversation meant to test and provoke him, how can we, when we face similar 
situations, improvise with life-affirming stories rather than letting ourselves get backed into a 
corner? Of course, we would probably all like to imagine that we are Good Samaritans (at least 
on our good days) stopping to lend a helping hand. But, if we honestly assess, what are the 
necessary safety or financial or timing factors that determine when we stop versus when we pass 
by? We could also jump into the story in the innkeeper’s place, and consider:  where are we 
already equipped with gifts and resources to mend the bruised and beaten? We could even take a 
step back into the audience and ask of our community as a whole:  where do we sit back and let 
these dangerous spots stay dangerous, where are the spaces where people are beaten and bruised 
over and over again, and why? 
 
Into the ditch may not be the first place you jump when finding ways to relate to this story, but 
that’s where Jesus intended to initially locate those listening to him. Which is where our 21st 
century ears struggle to keep up. Without layering on more of the context, we don’t naturally 
hear how scandalous this story would have sounded. Debie Thomas in an article on this gospel 
lesson asks these questions to try to tease out the scandal of it all:  “Who is the last person on 
earth you'd ever want to deem ‘a good guy’? The last person you'd ask to save your life? Whom 
do you secretly hope to convert, fix, impress, control, or save—but never, ever need?” 
 
She goes on to offer context and another entry point for us:  “The enmity between the Jews and 
the Samaritans in Jesus' day was not theoretical; it was embodied and real. The differences 
between them were not easily negotiated; each was fully convinced that the other was wrong. So 
what Jesus did when he deemed the Samaritan ‘good’ was radical and risky; it stunned his 
Jewish listeners. He was asking them to dream of a different kind of kingdom. He was inviting 
them to consider the possibility that a person might add up to more than the sum of her political, 
racial, cultural, and economic identities. He was calling them to put aside the history they knew, 
and the prejudices they nursed. He was asking them to leave room for divine and world-altering 
surprises. … [Perhaps what we need to do is locate] ourselves, not in the priest, the Levite, or the 
Samaritan, but in the wounded man, dying on the road. Notice that he is the only character in the 
story not defined by profession, social class, or religious belief. He has no identity at all except 
naked need. Maybe we have to occupy his place in the story first—maybe we have to become the 
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broken one, grateful to anyone at all who will show us mercy—before we can feel the 
unbounded compassion of the Good Samaritan.” 
 
If we hear the parable and are immediately patting ourselves on the back for being the Good 
Samaritans, we likely didn’t actually hear it; that’s not how parables worked for Jesus. We 
should, however, challenge ourselves to move more and more towards such neighborly love, 
because Jesus concludes the parable by admonishing his listeners to go and do likewise. Amy Jill 
Levine puts it succinctly:  “The parable spoke about compassion, but the lawyer read the action 
as one of mercy. His rephrasing the issue is apt:  compassion can be felt in the gut; mercy needs 
to be enacted with the body.” 
 
Now, moving back to Amos, things get a little more dicey. Times of prestige and prosperity 
coincide with outrageous neglect of the poor and the worship of idols. They denied legal rights to 
and oppressed the poor and marginalized. They took bribes from the wealthy and lived in 
luxurious houses while others starved. Sound familiar? 
 
We would have been able to sit back a little more comfortably if we had been offered a passage 
today from one of Amos’ previous two visions. In those, the pattern was that Amos saw the 
vision, protested to God, and then God relented. Not so this time.  
 
The oppression has reached an unbearable breaking point and something’s gotta give. Amos, 
with his burdensome job he didn’t ask for, approaches Amaziah, with his perhaps burdensome, 
but certainly also luxurious job he would like to keep. Amos’ words are not ones that many 
would be brave enough to utter in a “beautiful state-funded sanctuary,” but utter them he does, 
and is swiftly shown the door. Others who have attempted to speak truth to power can attest to 
how quickly this happens.  
 
Amos’ words are certainly hard to hear. Our passage ends without a very clear sign of hope at 
first glance. There is perhaps a little hope visible because God still calls them my people even in 
Amos’ description of what their estrangement from God’s ways of justice will bring.  
 
We can see how fitting our Psalm is for this morning:  God has taken his place in the divine 
council; in the midst of the gods he holds judgment:  “How long will you judge unjustly and 
show partiality to the wicked? Give justice to the weak and the orphan; maintain the right of the 
lowly and the destitute. Rescue the weak and the needy; deliver them from the hand of the 
wicked.” They have neither knowledge nor understanding, they walk around in darkness; all the 
foundations of the earth are shaken. I say, “You are gods, children of the Most High, all of you; 
nevertheless, you shall die like mortals, and fall like any prince.” Rise up, O God, judge the 
earth; for all the nations belong to you! Just like those in the divine council of our Psalm, “we 
forfeit our awareness of our divine nature when we fail to seek justice.” 
 
Just as our culture has a hard time actually walking the path of Good Friday before jumping to 
Easter, we have a hard time hearing any words of judgement before we drown them in grace. 
God’s grace absolutely does have the last word. But, as one commentator phrased it:  “When 
God calls a community suffocated by its own injustice and entrapped by violence, he bids it 
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come and die.” Grace does not sanction the status quo, grace pulls us lovingly and sometimes 
painstakingly away from the practices that destroy others and ourselves.  
 
To borrow these probing questions from another commentary:  “What does it mean to say to a 
community claiming divine favor, and yet living on the backs of the poor, that God’s redeeming 
justice is on offer? Can that mean anything else than a summons to a kind of death?” Grace pulls 
us toward God’s shalom, but that will require the death of all structures maintained by human 
suffering.  
 
We better hope that our sheep friends we’ve partnered with, as Pastor Ben encouraged us to last 
week, are ready to get really creative. It will take all the time and energy and brain power we can 
collectively muster, because the death-dealing wolves have certainly partnered up, to consolidate 
their power.  
 
So what can we do? We can move our little lamb bodies to the border where so many wolves 
prowl and prey. Rev. Dr. William Barber and other leaders are going to El Paso at the end of the 
month and inviting others to join them in raising their voice like Amos. Or if not to the border 
itself, we can move our bodies to any other gates we can find. Earlier on, before our passage, 
Amos prophesies, For I know how many are your transgressions, and how great are your 
sins—you who afflict the righteous, who take a bribe, and push aside the needy in the gate. This 
gate refers to the location of the law court in Amos’ day and as Amos challenges, we can hate 
evil and love good, and establish justice in the gate much closer to home as well. 
 
I also hope God still plans to work with mites like the ones the widow gave, because although 
our financial contributions to works of justice may seem like drops in the ocean of injustice, they 
matter, and giving all we can for God’s kingdom matters. The lawyer asks Jesus, What must I do 
to inherit eternal life? The must implies the minimum to sneak by. Through his story, Jesus 
invites him and us to give everything, which is a fairly challenging baseline. 
 
Borrowing again from another pastor’s reflections:  “Words matter. Our life begins with a divine 
Word who walked among us. Proclaiming that word requires both humility and courage ... If we 
choose the way of Amos, we choose the way of remembering that we stand only on The Word, 
knowing that it is not our own but it is the one spoken into existence before the ages. It may not 
be smooth, but it is true.” 
 
In his complaint about Amos to the king, Amaziah claims:  Amos has conspired against you in 
the very center of the house of Israel; the land is not able to bear all his words. And he is right 
about that last bit. How can we weave together our words and our acts of mercy and justice and 
grace so that they are an unbearable weight to the suffocating systems around us? God, may your 
Eternal Word who dwells among us show the way. 


